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McQueen, Rowe and CombelFirst Win in Two Years IWurster, Brown Chosen
~~a :!~~Ph~~OW:'.~ajor Barbara.~' Sparks Ursinus Spirit lAs Frosh Class Leaders
Timothy Combe have been cast
in the leading roles of the fall,
production, "Major Barbara",
which will open this month.
George Bernard Shaw's satire, under the direction of Timothy Combe and faculty director, J. B. Leaman, will be presented November 20 and 21 in
Thompson-Gay Gym by the
Curtain Club. Loretta Podolak
is student producer of the play.
Flora has been acting since
the age of six when she studied
at the Bessie V. Hicks School of
Drama. She later studied under
Mae Desmond and appeared on
the H & H Children's Hour on
television. She has appeared in
summer stock productions and
last year had the leading role
in the Curtain Club production,
"Joan of Lorraine."
An English major, she is a
member of Omega Chi sorority,
Newman Club, Color Guard,
WAA, Curtain Club and the
Weekly staff.
Phil, who has recently returned from a year of study in Scotland, has appeared in numerous
Curtain Club productions and
co-directed "Cyrano D'Bergerac". In Scotland he starred in
several plays.
He is a senior English major,
is president of Alpha Psi Omega,
dramatic fraternity, secretarytreasurer of International Relations Club, is co-literary editor
of the 1960 Ruby and is a member of the tennis team.
Student
director
Timothy
Combe also has the major role
of Mr. Undershaft in "Major
Barbara". He was active in Curtain Club and appeared in pro-

Wednesday, Oct. 28, the Class
of 1963 elected its officers for the
year. After several mock elections the Juniors managed to
get things under control, and the
The U rsinus Bears eked out a surprise 7 to 6 victory
opposing sophomores were held
over a favored Haverford eleven Saturday. The game was
in check.
played on Patterson Field before a cold but happy U.C.
The same evening at 6 :30 the
Class had its banquet followed
Homecoming crowd of 1500.
by the annual freshman dance.
John Brackin recovered a third period Haverford
Guests at the banquet were Dr.
fumble on the visitors' four yard line which set up the
Helfferich, Dean Pettit, Dean
Rothenberger, Dean Whatley,
first Red, Gold and Black victory in eighteen starts. Jack
Dr. Cre,ager and the Junior
McCrae hit pay dirt and continued to cheer as Ted KershClass officers.
ner booted ·the extra point squarely through the uprights
Elected president was Steve
with what eventually resulted in the winning point.
Timothy Combe, Loretta
Wurster from Williamsport, Pa.
Podolak
Steve is a psychology major and
The Haverford boys refused to give up, however, and
is a member of Messiah chorus,
I
on the next series of plays stormed back. Bob Ortman,
the chapel choir and Chi Alpha.
L. to r., S~eve ~urster, J~ff In high school Steve was busithe former Quantico Marine standout, spearheaded the
Ford attack as they fought from their own twenty yard Brown, Dottle DetWIler. Not PIC- ness manager of his yearbook,
captain of the tennis team, and
tured, Roy DeBeer.
line to the Ursinus goal line. U.C. was unable to stop the
an active member of the dl'asmall Haverford half-back as he cut off his left tackle for
matic group.
Jeff Brown is vice president
a
three
yard
touchdown
run.
The
Haverford
team
tried
to
Sunday, November 1, Founand comes to Ursinus from Oreders' Day was observed at Ursi- .ice the game by letting Ortman carry for an attempted
land, Pa. At Springfield High
nus College. The convocation two point conversion, but he was stopped by the U rsinus
School, Montgomery
County,
Jeff was president of his senior
was called to order at 3 p.m. Dr. forward wall, and the heavily partisan crowd heaved a
In view of the amount of busi- class as well as being a student
Helfferich gave a brief welcom- huge sigh of relief as the Bruins held on to a slim one
ness at hand, it was necessary council member. At Ursinus, he
ing address pointing out that point lead.
for the WSGA to hold two is a member of the Messiah
the purpose of the day was to
(Continued on page 4)
chorus, Alpha Phi Omega, and
meetings.
thank God for his blessings,
There was much old business the Pennsylvania Education Asto be discussed. The newly- sociati~n.
pray for His continued help, and
Dottie Detwiler, from Brightprinted
constitutions had been
give honor to the founders of the
waters, L. I., N.Y., has been
and
will
be
distributed
acquired
college. Special tribute was paid
by Pat Hoehl to the Dormitory chosen class secretary. In high
to Dr. Norman E. McClure, PresPresidents. Coral Lee Koffke was school Dottie was business manident Emeritus, and to Dr. Harry
thanked fm' orgamzmg the ager of both the yearbook and
Helen Pearson, senior, is Junior-Frosh breakfast on Sat- the newspaper besides taking
E. Paisley, President of the
Although the half-time parBoard of Directors.
ade of fraternity queens and the Queen of Zeta Chi. She is presi- urday, Nov. 1, and Marty Pax- part in the glee club and hockey
President Judge William F. election of Homecomina Queen dent of Tau Sigma Gamma sor- son was thanked for her success and basketball teams. At UrDannehower of Montgomery was rained out Saturday, sor- ority, head cheerleader, a mem- in arranging the Big Little Sis- sinus Dottie participates in the
County's Court of Common ority luncheons, fraternity din- ber of Spirit Committee, Whit- ster party.
WAA, the YWCA and the chapel
Pleas
delivered the annual ners and the annual Homecom- ians, and is senior class secrechoir, and Pennsylvania Edu(U>ntlnued on page 4)
After
much
time
and
discusFounders' Day address.
ing Dance were well attended tary.
cation
Association.
sion, it was agreed both by the
Following the Convocation, a over the weekend.
Treasurer
is Roy DeBeer of
council and Mr. Lynch that all
(Continued
on page 4)
tea was held in the Alumni MeActivities opened at noon with
the women students could be
morial Library.
sorority luncheons. The lunchseated in the upstairs dining
.Judge Dannehower reviewed eons and locations were as folhall for the annual Christmas
some phases of the birth and lows: Omega Chi, BuB Tavern;
Banquet, if individual tables
growth of the college and point- Tau Sigma Gamma, Collegville
were used instead of the long
Four top executives of leading ed out the long history of free Inn; Alpha Sigma Nu. Lakeside
banquet tables. The menu for
Philadelphia Area Companies, liberal education which marks Inn; Kappa Delta Kappa, Colthe meal was then planned ..
each representing a different the development of the Com- legville Inn; Phi Alpha Psi, the
Two national scholarships for
Under the heading of new
Perkiomen Bridge Hotel.
college senior girls are offered business, the WSGA agreed that
field of industry. will make up monwealth.
Four Ursinus chemistry maan industrial conference panel
He stated: "Ursin us and her "Around the World in 80 Days" for 1960-61 by the Katharine the Studio Cottage had the right
at Ursinus College on Monday, fellow colleges are the living, was the theme of the half-time Gibbs School. These awards to elect a representative to at- jors are doing research work
November 16, at 7 p.m. in Free- useful fruits of the spirit of re- entertainment of the football were established in 1935 as a tend the Senate meetings. The with isotoic anhydride in conland Hall at a dinner given by ligious freedom and tolerance. game presented by the Color memorial to Mrs. Katharine M. idea of having an open meeting nection with a $2,300 grant from
the College.
They are a preciOUS part of our Guard, majorettes and the Ur- GibbS, founder and first presi- to be held on Nov. 18, in Pais- the National Science Foundation, Washington, D. C.
This program is offered by American heritage and ... must sinus Band.
dent of the School.
ley Recreation room was unanCarol Davis, Barbara GattikACES-Americans for the Com- continue to man the ramparts in
At the end of the game Dick
Each scholarship consists of imously approved. The problem
er,
Fred Genter and Charles
petitive Enterprise System in co- the defense of the rights of BoggiO was awarded with the full tuition ($785) for the secre- of WSGA joining the NSA (NaWade
are working on the reacoperation with President Donald freedom of the soul and free- Ken Walker Most Valuable Play- tarial training course, plus an tional Student Association) was
tions
of
isotoic anhydride with
L. Helfferich.
dom of the mind .... The loss er Award of the Homecoming additional cash award of $500, discussed and it was decided
Approximately 150 upper class- or the substantial impairment game.
totaling $1,285. The winners may that some of the council mem- amines, alcohols. phenols, mer·1 h
th
·t of these rights would result in
select anyone of the four Gibbs b~rs should attend the meetings captans, tiphenols, and acmen WI 1 ave
e opportum y l·ncalculable harm to our civilEvening activities included
h 1 f th· t ..
tive methylene groups. The purto meet and question these man- . ti "
fraternity dinner-parties and the StC 00 s or
elr rammg-Bos- before arriving at a definite pose of these experiments is to
agement executives about job lza on. . d f
h· h
h I
annual Varsity Club dance. Fra- on,. New York. Montclair or decision.
information on the
or Ig sc 0 as11
PrOVIdence.
opportunitl·es, business prob- · Recogmze
The Day Study requested compile
t
56
ternity parties were as fo ows:
h·
utility
of
isotoic
anhydride as an
t
mem- Sigma Rho Lambda, Bull TavWinners are chosen by the some needs, but it was decided analytical reagent
lems, etc., and about the Ameri- IC ac Ievemen were
in the qualican Economic System as a bers of the present student body
Scholarship Committee on the that they should speak to Mr.
who have been on the Dean's ern; Delta Mu Sigma, Prop b . f II
d i d Remig and not the WSGA.
tative identification of organic
whole.
List for two or more semesters.
Room; Zeta Chi, Bungalow Inn; aslS 0 co ege aca em c recor ,
Dean Rothenberger then in- compounds. Under the direction
Members of the panel will inDegrees in course were con- I A.lpha Phi Epsilon, The Nest; personal and character qualiof Dr. Roger P. Staiger, associclude: Richard Schweiker, vice ferred on two students Miss SIgma Lambda, The Nest; and fications, financial need, and formed us that a notice would ate Professor of Chemistry, the
president of Sales at American Stepheney Lee Nichols, Easton, Delta Pi Sigma, The Bridge Ho- i~!~tialities for success in bus- have to be posted concerning research is to be carried on for
the type of heels to be worn on
Encaustic Tiling Co., Inc.; Hugo and Mr. Joseph W. Wear, of tel.
.
a two year period and will be
Hanson, Chairman of the Board Cambride, Md., in absentia.
At the partIes each fraternEach college or univerSity may the new gym floor.
culminated in a scientific paat Hamilton Paper Co; Gerald
President Donald L. Helfferich ity honored their queen.
recommend two candidates, and
per in the spring of 1961.
M. Anderson, President, Mont- also conferred the honorary deCarolyn Boyer, sophomore eac~ candidate must have this Staiger Findings Printed
The preparations of these stugomery County Bank and Trust gree of Doctor of Laws (LL.D') p.sychology major from Spring- offiCIal endorsement. ~tudents In Issue of Chern Journal
dents will lead to the formation
Co; John Curtin Jr., President, on three well-known Montgom- fl.eld, Delaware County, is the wh~ may be interested m comof innumerable organic comDr. Roger P. Staiger, Associate pounds of new composition. In
Warner Co.
ery County citizens: the speaker, SIgma Rho Lambda Queen. Car- p.etmg for one of these Kath~Moderated by Curtin Winsor, Judge Dannehower, Philip L. olyn. is active in Omega Chi I nne .Gibbs a:vards may obtam Professor of Chemistry. is co- addition, structures will be subExecutive Director of ACES, the Corson, Plymouth Meeting in- SO~O~lty, the ~eekly sta~, WAA, full mformatlOn from the col- a u thor of an article in the re- stantiated by analysis and furpanel will discuss off-the-record, dustrialist, and Senator Henry Spmt CommIttee, Curtam Club lege placement bureau.
cen tly published September is- ther derivatives will be preparsue of the Journal of Organic ed in order to incorporate the
such topics as:
J. Propert, Bethayres.
and Messiah.
1. Whether the Russians can
Sandra Lee Perfetti. senior,
Chemistry.
Alpha Phi Omega
data in chemical literature. To
overtake us in production.
Sopb Class Dance
queen of Beta Sig, is from GlenDr. Staiger and the co-author further characterize these new
2. Whether automation, in
____
side. She is active in Omega Chi
Bill Graver and Bill Shults of the article, Dr. Emery B. Mil- substances, application is being
the long run, creates or disThe Sophomore Class is pre- sorority, Spirit Committee, 1960 have been elected president and ler of the Maumee Chemical Co. made to the Petroleum Research
places jobs and penalizes senting "Bewitched" on Friday, Ruby, Messiah and Newman secretary, respectively, of the ot' Toledo, Ohio, continue here Fund for a grant to purchase a
Alpha Phi Omega pledge class. ' their studies of isatoic anhyd- Perkin-Elmer Infracord double
small business.
November 13, at 8 in the T-G ClUb.
3. Whether inflation repre-. Gym. This traditionally unlucky
Nancy MacClary, North Ber- The elections were held recently ride.
beam spectrophotometer and
The subject is one in which cells.
sents a present danger to day can become your good for- gen, N. J., is a sophomore Eng- by the active seventeen member
our economy.
tune if you come, so support the lish major. Queen of APES, she cl~ss.
IDr. Staiger is well versed and This project will afford an exStudents will be invited to ask Sophs and have a swinging time is a member of Omega Chi sorWith the regular members the in which studies are continuing cellent opportunity for Ursinus
questions from the floor and fol- at this dance. Music w1ll be pro- ority, Spirit Committee and Cur- pledges have conducted home- at Ursinus thanks to a National undergraduates to conduct relowing the panel discussion they vided by Jay Heckler's Im- tain Club, having a part in the coming elections and moved and Science Foundation grant ob- search work of a graduate school
w1ll have the opportunity of Ipromptones. Georgie Farrall and, fall production.
unpacked new folding chairs for tained for the college by Dr. caliber. Not orlly will the work
meeting the panelists.
.
Lynn La Noce are heading the
Delta Pi's Queen, Barbara the Holy Trinity Church.
!Staiger and used for undergrad- be an excellent reference for
ACES, a non-profit, non-poH- theme and decoration commit- Brecht, is a senior biology maIt has been announced that uate research.
graduate school and industry,
tical citizens organization in the tees. Joe MicaH is in charge of I jor from Glenside. Her activities APO has permission to sell: Previous studies by Dr. Staig- but it will also give the students
field of economic education, entertainment and Bob Hoffert . include president of Alpha Sigma Watkins Products on campus. er and other co-authors appear- a chance to determine what responsors an eight-lloint pro- is re'sponsible for pubHcity. The Nu sorority, vice president of Those interested in buying ar- ed in the Journal of Organic search is actually like. In addigram designed to demonstrate Refreshment Committee under Inter-Sorority Council, Messiah, ticles should contact any APO I Chemistry in 1948 and in 1953.
tion the students of the college
how our business system oper-I the direction of Betsy Drake w1l1 Meistersingers, Pre-medical So- member.
This, the fourth study of isa- will be aided finanCially since
ates to students, clergymen, supply everyone with good ciety, Color Guard and French
This Friday night a joint toic anhydride, deals with its the money earned in this work
teachers, women's groups and things to eat.
Club.
swimming and bowling party is t reactions with alcohols, mercap- may be applied to their tuition.
the general publ1c. These panel
Come stag or drag and have a I Cindy Smith, sophomore psy- planned with KDK sorority at, tans and compounds with active It is hoped that this project and
d1scuss1on sessions are conduct-, blast. All those not in attend-I chology major from Verona, Pottstown YMCA. The two methylene groups.
others like it will encourage high
ed annually with nearly every ance will be "Bewitched". Did , N. J., is queen of Demas. She is groups extend congratulations i Dr. Staiger has already had a school students interested in
C!OUege in the Greater Phuadel-I you say there w1lI be a full I a member of Omega Chi soror- to Ken Dages and Pat Karppinen I number of requests for reprints chemistry to attend Ursinus Colon their recent pinning.
I of the article.
phla Area.
moon that night?
tty and Messiah Chorus.
lege.

McCrae Responsible for Touchdown
While Kershner Booted for the Point

Dannehower Talks
On Founders' Day;
Degrees Presented

WSGA Discusses
Banquet, NSA and
New Constitutions

Homecoming Celebrated Sat.
By Luncheons, Game, Dance

Business Leaders
Hold Conference
Monday, Nov. 16

Gibbs School
Offers Grants
FT. ·
or ralnmg

Chemistry Majors
Do Research on
Graduate Level
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Balladeer Jemison Enchants Forum

Just Plain Greek

by John
Eugene J emison, gingerly hold ing his blond maple, Swedish
concert guitar, sat on the stage
ot Bomberger Chapel and shyly
surveyed his audience. The tall,
fair folk singer began to explain
his concert, referring frequently
to a set of notes balanced on his
left knee. His program, a simple
discussion of the evolution of
American folk songs and ballads,
started slowly for, although
thoroughly familiar with his
subject, Mr. Jemison revealed
himself a hesitant lecturer. He
spoke broadly of the American
renaissance of folk music which
has been in progress for the last
twenty years. His discussion of
this new enthusiasm was a little
ironical
because
Bomberger
Chapel was barely half-filled.
"The (folk) material has been
here for centuries", Jemison
commented. "The material is
basic, direct, close to nature, and
a creative expression of the
people. It characterizes a new
emphasis on humanism. The
melody construction of ballads is
sound. It. has to be or it would
have become lost. For every ballad we retain, thousands have
fallen by the way."
Mr. Jemison feels that since
Americans no longer have a
guilty attitude toward their relatively new cultural expressions,
they should learn more about
them . The roots of this heritage
are of course largely English and
to illustrate this assertion, Jem-
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EDITORIAL

Victory
Many things happen when the U rsinus football team
wins a game. For one thing, considering that it is the first
win after several attempts, the editor has to write an editorial about the success of the "if at first you don't succeed,
keep trying" method. That is rather difficult since in the
last issue it was pointed out that we are gaining much more
than newspaper glory by our dose of humility and that
football teams do not make colleges.
But here we are in a situation where one point in a
game gives the entire college a huge morale boosting and
the unexpected reward of a day off. This event has multiplied itself into really large proportions. As an academic
community, we find that a non-academic " victory" has infused the student body, at least, with a great deal more
exultation than the joys of learning. But we sometimes
' wonder if maybe this "victory" is only a means of enhancing the pride we already have in our college as a college.
Of course, this seemingly magnified event does not, or

Mr. Jones Ans'tvers
Q. What do you recommend for

outside reading for stUdents?
Mr. Jones: The American Heritage, Horizon and Manchester
Guardian Weekly. I enjoy Time
although I recognize thot it is
neither accurate nor unbiased.
.... Q. What is your philosophy of
life in twenty-five words or less?
It need not rhyme.
Mr. Jones:Recognizing my responsibilities, and doing my best
to live up t o them. Admitting my
at least should not; overshadow the more important con- failures and inadequacies; trying
tributions of a college. While all of us are greatly pleased to help others, yet expecting
and very happy about the team's success, especially after them to do their full share to
help themselves: I try to be a
such disheartening defeats, it is important that we keep good Christian although I realthis event in its right perspective. Maybe this statement ize that I am anything but a
.
b
h
th
h
h'
good Christian.
1S a wet blanket, ut we ope
at t e ent US1asm generQ, Do you think Ursinus stuated by a football triqmph does not carry the minds of the dents are emphasizing the wrong
students away from the basic U rsinus a t tributes of which things?
Mr. Jones: Yes, in many ways.
the students can always be proud. Whether our team is Too many students study to pass
victorious or not, the college is always to be respected.
a test rather than to master
What will determine the quality of a student body, the learning. Too many do the bare
minimum and never think about
college, and the football team is the attitude which all three doing extra work. Too many look
maintain in their relationships with one another in victory upon college as preparation for
or defeat.
life instead oJ. life itself. They
are filled with plans for the fuThe matter of the football "holiday" is only incidental. ture,
neglecting
important
Perhaps we can look at it as a "reward" for the loyal team things which t hey should be domembers and student body (or perhaps even for the faith- ing now. They should develop
their
responsibilities,
exert
ful faculty who can use the day to take wives shopping or leadership, and stand up for
to enjoy their families). Or we can look at it as just luck what they believe is right. My
that the date set for a possible holiday coincided with a twelve years at Ursinus have
been the happiest of my life: I
victory.
like the type of students t hat we
But if we had not won, what then? Somehow we think get here. I am also pleased with
the caliber of work we get out
that the student body would have continued to be loyal to of
them when they realize that
team and college. We all realize that a team does not a good college expects the best
make a college. If that is what any of us wanted, we would of its students. I like the unity
and the friendliness of our colhave chosen a school where football success is well assured. lege community, and the cheerPerhaps, then, this victory is not just a "reward", but ful and willing helpfulness of
rather another example of how students' appreciation is my students and colleagues.
Q. Being a cigar smoker and
displayed overtly through the means of a football victory- therefore well on your way to bethe joy over this victory being the more tangible expression coming a "thinking man", do
you have anything else to say in
of student loyalty to U rsinus.
the next minute and a half? ....
As the sports' editor has succinctly said, "we thank
Mr. Jones:
you for the spirit"-not that you have brought it back, but
Your time is up.
Q. What should a student exthat you have given it a new means of expression.
pect to get out of college?
Tomorrow is Tuesday, and we 'a re back to serious
Mr. Jones:A student should
expect his horizons to be broadbusiness. Let's use all this spirit to good effect.
ened, his interests strengthened,
his faith challenged so that he
••
••
••
••
should vindicate it or change unby Cindy Buchanan
.
til he finds somthing satisfying.
.. .
A student should become thor- I
.
.
.
Frankly, I'm tired of hearmg att.ltudes be1~1~ ~XIllbited . To eQ- oughly cf1 "1scious of the fact that I
about Charles Van Doren! All uate. th~ WOl es mtellect and In: 'he world does not revolve
y IS fals.~. ~avmg ~n.usual l :lcound him that he is only one
the talk about implications to- tegnttal
men
capaci y oes no llnplY of a vast complexity. In his as.
.
ward lIberal educatIOn, harm to having moral soundness.
. t·
h
h ld come to
.
f Am'
. t I
SOCIa IOns e s ou
the children 0
enca, m e Why do I think the emotion 01 know who he is, where he is,
lectual integrity, and on and on the moment is false? I have what he is in relationship to his
ad infinitum is really getting heard friends and radio an- friends, family, classmates, and
quite boring and ridiculous. The nouncers declare that they faculty. In summary he should
New York Times Editorial for themselves as well as 55 rt( of the hope to develop some personal,.
Tuesday, November 3, called the Delaware Valley would like to social and historical perspective. '
mess a "symptom of disease." see the Ieturn of the quiz shows
Radio news commentators can't to the networks whether the
report on the subject without in- entertainment is fixed or not.
eluding a tragic note, a personal (The pollsters got out fast.) The
conjecture about the wound to immediate display of shock on
our society. Rot!!! The man is the part of the network presi- I Pipin' Hot Sandwiches
not a traitior. The country dents and officials leads me to
Rt.422
didn't seem so ups'et about the the same result. They knew
Rosenbergs, a perjury far mO:'e damn well what was going on.
Limerick. Pa.
serious. Whether the American The great, supreme public depublic is gullible I neither manded to be entertained and,
HU 9-7185
know nor wonder, but I do ques- it was. Any image created to
tion the sudden pious, righteous
(Continued on page H

FALSE PURITANS

Swinton
ison sang an old English ballad
uncovered in North Carolina.
Picking his beautiful instrument
in Dyer-Bennet's lute style, he
rendered the haunting "Lass
from the Low Country", The ballad combined the Middle Ages
theme of unrequited love with
charming Carolina phraseology.
Another old English ballad with
many different American versions which Jemison used is
"Lord Randall". Both ballads
have come to be associated with
Jemison's Kansas City teacher,
the aged ballader, John Jacoub
Niles, who is known as the dean
of American folk music. Francis
James Child, the Harvard anthologist, collected 27 different
versions before 1900, but many
more versions have been found
since, and Jemison sang a 1916
English version of "Randall"
which Niles uses.
As he performed more songs,
Jemison gradually lost all of his
initial diffidence. He pocketed
his notes and returned to them
only occasionally. His concert included eighteen pieces, and most
of them showed English influence either in lyric composition
or melody. Several of his tunes
were the lilting type associated
with Burl Ives. Three of these
were "Lolly-too-dum," an objective
girl-seeks-boy
story,
"The Riddle Song", now sung by
Johnny Mat his as "The Twelfth
of Never", and a fantasy of talking birds called "The Leather
Winged Bat."
Turning briefly to the AngloAmerican blues idiom, Jemison
played the strongly moving Josh
White ballad "Black Girl", utilizing an effective ~nd intricate off
beat sturm. This example was a
sad song, and the Kansas singer explained that the blues can
express the whole gamut of emot ions from melancholy to gaiety.
Work songs like the sea chanty
"Haul Away Joe" and the cowboy drive ture "Old Paint" were
aired as weI as English lullabys
and a nineteenth century show
tune "Puttin' On the Style", the
title song from the Gateway
Singers' first album.
A man raised in a family
steeped in folk music tradition,
Eugene Jemison showed a deep
love and an honest enthusiasm
for his material which carried
him far beyond the realm of the
ordinary paid performer. In
John Jacoub Niles at the University of Kansas City, Jemison
had t he most experienced of folk
music t utors. Like Niles and
Richard Dyer-Bennet, he has become adept at varying his guitar styles from intricate picks to
the standard strums, and his
method always complements his
song. In Bomberger Chapel Wednesday night, Eugene Jemison
showed the ability, possessd by
few folk performers, to achieve a
scholarly approach to his subject while, at the same time,
rendering an evening of bright
entertainment.

SPECI('S

by Richard F.Levine
Awake ye beasts, that ye may
become men; human dignity is
These are some questions from something to be admired.
Ursinus women which were pos"Better a Socrates dissatisfied
ed to Dean Rothenberger by than a pig satisfied." How many
Doris Flels, reporter.
people really value the essence
of humanity, the far noblest
QI. Why is it not possible for kind of animal to roam the
the WSGA to hold open earth?
meetings in which ~ll. its
"Everything is relative". Per~embers may partiCipate spective is one's having some
dIrectly .rat?er than by the comprehension of relativity in
present mdlrect procedure~ his orbit. Perspective is that
AI. ~very ~oman student at Ul- quality attained only when you
smus 1S a member of the begin to know yourself; reason
WSGA. As a member she and order are impossible with~ay attend any of the meet- out it and also are initiated by
mgs o~ the WSGA: She .may it.
'
enter mto the dISCUSSiOns, I The most common raison d'b~t may nO.t vote.
etre is a reasonable and justifiQ2. Smce there 1S no place to go able self-gratification (of posafter a dance held on cam- sibly many things). Good to all
pus, unle~s you ~ave a car I men will result from this pura~ your .dISposal, It woul~ be suit, according to a distortion of
nice to m~Ite your date mto Ada m Smith's economic theory.
the rece~tIOn room. Is there But isn't this a return of stolen
any speCial reason why men goods, as it often can be and is,
ay not ente: the recep- just an easing of the contlo.n room until 11 :30 on science? Just how far can each
Fnda~ and 12:30 on Satur- man go, selfishly withholding of
day nights?
himself or gLving of himself, unA2. All dates, except freshmen, tu he begins to curse the day
who r~turn early on Satur - the Established Order was estabdaY.nIght may ~e the re- lished? Each man must decide
~eptlon room U?tI~ the clos- for himself exactly what posim g hour of mldmght. D~te tion he can comfortably take.
may not enter the reception
Only fools laugh at sincerity.
Ideals are easier to love, and
room after the hour of eleve~. ~ecause of the lack of the possession of them can be
faCilIties to acc.ommodate more enjoyed t han real people
'
all those. ~eturnIng from can be .
late permISSIOns.
Sensationalism:
the most
Q3, Do you feel the. prese.nt loathsome open practice on
Customs program IS satIS- campus;
a modern method
factorily orientating
the (senseless and not at all enobfreshmen? SpeCifically, how ling) of gaining esteem, not
do you feel about its dura- having been discussed by Mation?
chiavelli or Veblen.
A3. The Customs program for
Ed. note: We are saving five
the women should be the inches in 'the next Weekly, also,
same length as the men's for other campus thinkers. As
program.
Meetin gs
held Mr. Levine says, "Awake ye
during a shorter period, i.e., beasts!"
two weeks or less, are more
effective and avoid an anticlimax. Smail, neat name
tags might replace the
0
larger ones and still serve
their purpose. The sopho321 MAIN STREET
mores should be commended Stationery & School Supplies
, for not picking on individ- Only Prescription Drug Store
uals and orientating the
in Town.
freshman class as a Whole.
Q4. Why do ineligible girls have
one 12: 30 permiSSion each
semester?
A4. The ineligible student is not
curtailed in attending campus dances and other campus activities which extend
until midnight. She may
have only one 12:30 out-of- I SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 14town permission each se- I
LOUIS ARMSTRONG
and His All Stars
mester.
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PERROTIO'S PIZZERIA
2453 W. Ridge Pike
Jeffersonville, Pa.
BRoadway 5-0936

Subscribe Now
at Half Price *
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BRASS

You can read th is world-famaus
daily newspaper for the next six
months for $5, just half the
regular subscription rate.
Get tap news coverage. Enjoy
special features. Clip for reference work.
Send your order today. Enclose
check or money order. Use coupon below.

--------------

The Christi en Science Monitor

P.CN

One Nerwey St., Boston 15, Mess.
Send your newspeper for the time
checked.
o 6 months $5 0 1 yeer $10
College Student 0 Faculty Member

o
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Zone

Some Craternities get athletes. Some get
brains. This fraternity gets virtually everybody,
including women. It has fanatically loyal
members in more than 100 countries around
the world. It has no pin and its only ritual Is
the simple act of enjoying Coca-Cola every
single day of the year.
Its name? LOR-Lovers of Refreshment.
Join up today.

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

Addre!.S
City

IJambda Omega Rho

Bonled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by
State

·This sprcial offer available ONLY to colltge
studcr.t;: fa",lty members, and college librarie-s

THE PIDLADELPHIA COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
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Hel's Corner

Congratulations,
U. C. Football Team

I(uhn and Daly
JV Hockey Tea~
MSGA Frosh Reps Successful; VarsIty
On Tuesday, November 3, the Defeats ESSTC
Ursinus Freshmen boys elected

their two representatives to the
M.S.G.A. The president of the
Men's Student Government, Jim
Sandercock, supervised the election which resulted in Clifford
We congratulate you not because
Kuhn and Jed Daly completing
the thirteen member associaof the holiday, but because
tion.
of the spirit you brought back.
Cliff, a chemistry major from
Willow Grove, plays trombone
with Jay Heckler's Impromptones
and the Frosh Band. He
COLONIAL CLEANERS
KENNETH B. NACE
co-ordinated the first show.
Cliff is a,lso a member of the
Pick Up and Delivery
Complete Automotive Service
Brownback-Anders pre-medical
Mon., Wed. & Friday
5th Ave. & Main St.
society and participates in the
RepresentativeCollegev1lle, Pa.
chapel choir. In Upper Moreland
High School, Cliff was his stuBOB SHIPPEE
dent council president, vice
COLLEGEVILLE BAKERY presipent of the Key Club and
a student music director.
Jed Daly, a transfer student
FOR THOSE TASTY TREATS
'from Lowell Technological InDecorated Cakes for all
stitute, was president of his
occasIons
Freshman Class at Lowell and
460 Main St.
Collegeville, Pa. HU 9-4771 L. E. Knoeller, Prop. a member of the student counWe give S. & H. Stamps
cil. At Ursinus, Jed is active in
the Spirit Committee, the Business Administration Club, and
the Newman Club. Jed is a
business major from West
Springfield,
Massachusetts.
- ] eUJeler At the M.S.G.A. meeting the
Collegeville, Pa.
day preceding the elections, the
association considered the reWe carry a complete line of
Next to the Hockey Field
quests for a new dart board in
Gifts, Sterling Silver,
the recreation center, proposals
• SHffiTSto eliminate the garbage probDiamonds and Watches.
lem in Curtis basement, and the
gas siphoning and petty stealA Specialty
All Repairs of Jewelry and
ing in the lower parking lot. All
Watches done in our shop
matters
are being investigated
PROMPT SERVICE
in the store.
further by Dean Whatley.

Schrader's
Atlantic Station

A. W. Zimmerman COLLEGEVILLE
LAUNDRY

00 16u TlJink fOr KJurselF.P
(PUT THESE QUESTIONS ON YOUR BRAIN·PAN AND SEE IF THEY SIZZLE*)

It seems as though the girls'
hockey team is again on its way
to the top. On Thursday, October
29, the second and third teams
both scored definite victories
over Rosemont.
The second team, the Junior
VarSity, was victorious by a
score of 2-0. During the first half
there was no score at all, although one could tell that the
Ursinus girls were definitely
playing the better game. Most
often it is the inner forward line
players who do most of the
scoring, but since these were unsuccessful during the first half,
Jo Anne Lewis, playing center
halfback, and Sally Andrews,
playing right wing, came back in
the second half with a goal
each.
The thiNi team won by an
even greater margin. A great
deal of credit should be given to
Georgia Alexander, who, after
being unable to participate last
season due to an injury, made a
strong come-back by scoring
four of the six points which were
accumulated through the course
of the game. The first three were
beautiful plays during the first
half, and "Go-Go" scored her
fourth and final goal during the
second half. Robin Forepaugh
and Julia Huttle also scored first
half goals making a total of 6-0.
Tuesday the VarSity and Junior Varsity defeated one of their
highest
competitors,
East
Stroudsburg State Teachers College, on the home field.
,The Varsity should be recognIzed for a remarkable demonstration of skill and spirit.
Throughout the entire game
East Stroudsburg was held completely scoreless, while all three
Ursinus goals were made by Susie
Wagner. One does not usually
realize the importance of the
goalie, but Adele Statzell certainly caused the spectators to
take notice as she successfully
kept the opposing forwards in
line.
The Junior Varsity game was
tied with two goals for each
team. Beverly von Kleek and
Joan Fry each scored one point
in the first half, but they were
matched by two goals by East
Stroudsburg. The length of the
second half was shortened considerably because of darkness.
East Stroudsburg is one of the
top teams in this area; therefore, Ursin us' victory was one
that definitely proved the outstanding skill and capacity of
our team.

Wagner Defeats
Ursinus 32-8
Do you believe that "what's good enough
Cor your father is good enough for you"
is (A) a remark indicating that Father had
things pretty fancy? (B) a parental trick

to a void spending money? (C) a statement
unconsciously revealing an ultra-conservative attitude? (D) an admission that
you deserve as big an income as Pop?

ADBDCDDD
If you saw a man on his
hands and knees in the
street, searching for something, would you (A) try to
find it before he does? (B)
tell him it isn't worth getting run over for? (C) ask
_"'~Tm!,.l him what he's doing down
there? (D) offer to buy it
from him when he finds it?

ADBDCDDD

c-£oor-.-J''''

_.L.J'<lJ
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Do you think that the old
saw "an apple a day keeps
the doctor away" is (A)
simply a trick to get you to
eat apples? en) rough on
the doctor? (C) a health
precept that can apply to
other fruit, too? CD) applesauce?

is the best of its kind ever developed, for
finest tobacco taste. A thinking man's filter.
And they lmow Viceroy delivers a rich,
satisfying taste that's never been equaled.
A smoking man's taste.
A thinking man's filter ... a smoking
man's taste. How about you trying
Viceroys?
*By the way, if you checked (C) in three out
of four of these questions . .. man, you think
for yourself!

ADBDCDDD

ADBDCODD
Why do men and women who think for
themselves usually smoke Viceroy? Because they've found out the Viceroy filter

The Man Who Thinks for Himself KnowsONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S FILTER ••• A SMOKING MAN'S TASTEI
en U.:iO, Brown It WIlUa111aoll Toll.ceo c.-

Booters Defeat Mules;
L
DIS'
ose to rexe , more
r

The Bear soccer team, f~cing
three intercollegiate opponents
during the last two weeks managed to beat the Mules of Muhlenberg but dropped two decisions
to Drexel and Swarthmore.
Jack Schumaker and Bob Fernandez led the U.C. booters to
a 3-2 victory over the Mules.
Schumaker, pla ying an inspired
game at his goalie position saved a Muhlenberg score thirty
times during the afternoon. Fernandez, from his left inside spot,
kicked in two scores and, with
neat footwork , set up Karl Luck
for the third Ursinus score. The
defense, consisting of Phil and
George Brackin at fullbacks and
Ed Brookes and Don Henry at
halfback was unusually sharp.
The Bears controlled the ball for
most of the game despite the
terrible
playing
conditions
brought on by a heavy downpour.
The Swarthmore Turkeys, behind the powerful playing of All-

Hockey Team is
Defeated in Rain
By West Chester
In the midst of rain and cold,
Ursinus carried on its seventh
game of the season with West
Chester State Teachers College
on Friday. The match resulted
in a 3-1 loss for Ursinus. All
three of West Chester's goals
were scored during the first half,
and Ursinus was held scoreless.
The second half resulted in the
one and only goal for the U.C.
girls.
Because of the extremely poor
weather conditions, the Junior
Varsity teams were unable to
play their game.
On Saturday, October 31, and
Sunday, November 1, the AllCollege Tournaments were held
at Swarthmore College. The various colleges in the area sent
their entire varsity teams to
compete on Saturday, and from
those teams various players were
requested to return to play on
Sunday. Ursinus played three
other teams, winning over Drexel
and East Stroudsburg, and losing to West Chester. In spite .of
the rain, the girls played qUlte
well.
On Sunday, the All-College
team was chosen, and Ursinus
was very well represented. Those
girls who will play in the Sectional Tournaments next week
are as follows: First· TeamSusie Wagner, right inner; Faye
Bardman, center halfback; Debbie Shaw, left fullback; Judy B.
Moyer, right halfback; Second
Team-Adele Statzel, goalkeeper; Third Team-Lynn Crosley,
left inner; Sue Andres, left halfback; Fourth Team-Carol Bentley, center forward; Honorable
Mention-Lore Hamilton, left
wing.
Miss Eleanor Snell of Ursinus
will be coaching the All-College
First Team.

American Benny Wu turned in a
5-0 shutout against Ursinus with
little trouble. Ursinus inadvertantly scored a Swarthmore goal
when a loose ball skidded off
the foot of Phil Brackin into the
Ursinus net for Swarthmore's
first tally. The unfortunate play
was typical of the U.C. defense
which seemed to crumble before
Wu all afternoon. The Swarthmore goalie was forced to make
only seven sa ves during the
game.
Drexel Tech, one of the outstanding soccer powers in the
East, added insult to injury as
they, too, fed on the Ursinus defe nse. The Techmen, although
they had lost three All-Amer icans, t oyed with the Bears and
turned in an 8-0 shutout.

Harriers Beaten
By Delaware, PMC;
Vern Morgan Stars
On Saturday, October 31, and
again on Friday, November 6, the
Bruin harriers journeyed to
neighboring colleges to run
cross-country meets. At Pennsylvania Military College, Ursinus improved its showing
greatly but still lost 21 to 34.
Vernon Morgan, running ahead
of P.M.C. distance men Dougherty and Tasket, covered the 4-2
mile couse in 20: 35, only one
second off the course record.
Freshman Bill Pratt was able to
capture a sixth place and Ed
Zeigenfuss finished tenth for Ursinus.
The five Ursinus men, added
as extra starters to the AlbrightDelaware meet, nearly upset the
Reading team but were swamped
by a beautifully conditioned
Delaware squad. The race for individual honors pitted Ursinus'
Vern Morgan against Delaware's
Carl Homan, an exchange student from Finland. Homan, a
phenomenal distance runner, has
set course records at every meet
he has run for Delaware. Having
run the 1500 meters in 3 :55
(roughly comparable to a 4:08 or
4:10 mile), he is an Olympic
prospect for his homeland, where
distance running is almost a national sport. Carl and Vern ran
closely, Morgan yielding the lead
at the end of the first mile and
catching. up at the end of three
miles. Despite a cold drizzle
which had followed a drenching
downpour, Homan and Morgan
held a blistering pace. Coaches
and spectators estimated that
the 4.3 mile course was from 15
to 30 seconds slower than normal because of the slippery footing and, in many places, deep
mud. Homan, the lower half of
his body caked with mud, put
forth a burst of speed at the end
of the race and beat Morgan by
11.5 seconds. His time of 22.28.5
cut better than a minute off Albright's former course record,
and, with Morgan turning in a
second place time of 22.40, it was
the fastest race in Albright history. The nearest man to the two
sp~edsters was Delaware's Wesner Stack, who was a minute and
a half off the pace.
The only other Ursinus man
in the top ten was Pratt in seventh place. The results gave
Delaware 25 points, Albright 53
points, and Ursinus 63 points
with the lowest score winning.
The harriers will journey next
Sa turday to Muhlenberg for a
trianQ;ular meet with the Mules
and Moravian. The team record
is now one win and five losses.

ternoon, the Wagner Seahawks
handed Ursinus its fifth loss this
season. The Oct. 31 game was extremely well-played by the
Bears, but the larger Wagner
team had too much power and
a potent passing attack. The
game was closer than the 32-8
score indicates.
W
A tough break put U.C. in
trouble in the early moments. A
First
in...
Ted Kershner punt of a slippery,
(Continued (rom page 1)
soggy ball went out of bounds on
Ursin us, playing its smoothest
the U.C. 19. Wagner took it over game of the year, threatened for
for the TD in four plays, half- the third time early in the
back Melos carrying it across fourth quarter. On a series of
from the 8. Later in the period, runs by Rich BoggiO, the Bears
with the ball at midfield, a moved to the seven yard line of
beautiful pass play from quarter- Haverford but were stopped by
back Shepard to left end Car- a penalty and the visitors' tennoziano gave Wagner a 12-0 acity at the goal line. Late in
lead.'
the first half, John Forrest
Ursinus had trouble mounting caught a Kershner pass and
an offense that would go the carned to the liaverford fifteen
whole distance throughout the yard line, but on the next play,
whole game. Every time the Ted was caught behind the line
Bears had the ball; they would trying to throw another pass,
pick up yardage but they would and Haverford eventually took
KOPPER KETTLE
eventually be forced to kick or over deep in their own territory
give the ball up. The team pick- on downs.
454 Main Street
ed up over two hundred yards
After the game, the Walker
Collegeville, Pa.
in total offense which is not bad trophy was presented to BoggiO.
SEAFOOD - Our Specialty
at all. However, they mounted Rich, for four years one of the
only one sustained drive which top backs in the Middle Atlantic
HU 9-4236
led to a touchdown. Dick Bog- Conference, played one of his
gio scored his second touchdown best games. But, it was not only
of the year on a line buck in the Boggio but an altogether too
fourth period. However, the rare show of unity on the part
THE INDEPENDENT
game was well out of reach by of the whole Ursinus team which
that time. A Ted Kershner-Jon won the game for the home
Printers & Publishers
Myers pass play resulted in the boy. The U.C. eleven carried the
Collegeville
two extra points.
fight to the visitors and played
HUxley 9-9353 or 9-7151
The game was encouraging in I a crushing ground game.
UC H-ford
some respects and would have Statistics
been almost enjoyable to watch First Downs .................... 12
9
if it were not for the miserable Rushing yds ................. 123
101 Yarns - Notions - Cards
weather. The team was block- Passing yds ..................... 30
20
ing well and was not plagued Passes ............................ 3-1
2-9
COLLEGEVILLE
with their usual malady of "fum- Passes intercepted .......... 4
1
blitis."
Punts .......................... 6-32,7 4-27.8
BEAUTY AND GIFT SHOP
Fumbles lost ...................... 1
2
20 478 Main St.. CollegevUle. Pa.
Individuals are occasionaDy Yards penalized ............ 50
guided by reason, crowds never. U.C ............................. 0 0 7 0-7 HU 9-6061
Iona C. Schatz
Dean W. R.. Inge Hn verford .............. 0 0 6 0-6
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Y Panel Discussion
Set for Wednesday
The Intercollegiate Commission of the YM-YWCA will present a panel discussion on opportunities in summer sevice on
November 11 at 7 p.m. in room 7.
Such topiCS as work camps
abroad, church service, the
Washington Citizenship Seminar, caravaning, community
service, and industrial seminars
will be discussed. Members of
the panel include Cynthia Morris, Sue Korte, Jill Carter,
Loretta Witmer, Bob Kreisinger
and AI'lene Messig.
On Sunday , November 15, the
Student Worship Commission
will visit the Greek Orthodox
Church in Bridgeport, Pa. Fifty
Ursinus students attended the
last visitation to the Valley
Forge Memorial Chapel.
Dr. David Baker will speak at
vE1sper services that evening.
On November 18 at 8 p.m. in
the chapel the Fellowship House
Choir will present a concert of
sacred and secular music. This
choir, well-known throughout
the Philadelphia area, is composed of doctors, teachers, businessmen and housewives of various races and nationalities. The
concert. sponsored jointly by the
Student Worship Commission, Pi
Nu Epsilon, and the musical organizations, will be followed by
a reception for the choir in the
Student Union.

The Greekvine
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ALPHA SIGMA NU
Let no one mention dolls and
deadline to any old member of
Sig Nu. Those who partiCipated
know what I mean.
A well-known fact but just
for the record-Gail has set the
date for a summer wedding.
Baccalaureate Mass for Bea
and Barb next year in D. C.
From a conversation between
Sig Nu girl and a Delta Pi man
.. .- "Have you lost anything
lately?"
A certain transfer student
from Tiffin, Ohio (Heidelberg)
has been monopolizing Linda!
A second member of Sig Nu
joined the ranks of Sig Ep pinmates. This one is from Lehigh.
Best wishes, Janie.
Paisley'S third floor has experienced tidal waves. Whenever
study or monotony become too
much, these phenomena occur.
Mischief night . . . did our
president ever find out who
stole the mirror and hooks and
who,short sheeted the bed?
"But Dr. Tyson, I've only been
late twice this semester".

• • •
KAPPA DELTA KAPPA
Congratulations to Patti on her
pinning to Ken Dages, a brother
of Alpha Phi Omega, on Oct.
24. Here's hoping that Dotty
doesn't paddle her too hard! ...
The rain didn't dampen Sharyn's spirits any when she attended the Army-Air Force
game at Yankee Stadium. Mama
Leone's is still a favorite dinner spot for her and Gary . . .
Big weekend for Ardie at Lafayette's Fall I.F. where she and
Bill did the "hula" to Satchmo's
music ... KDK goes Italian tonight with a pizza party at
Sharyn's house ... Marilyn spent
a weekend at Camp Michaux
helping Ken Trauger with his
junior high retreaters. Who said
KDK girls don't like the out of
door's life? . . . P.S. Avoid the
last minute rush-buy your
Christmas cards from KDK
now!

The BEAR FACTS
CANTERBURY CLUB
This evening at 8 p.m. in the
Girls' Cay Study, the Canterbury Club of Ursin us College
will have Rev. Mr. Noble Smith
as its speaker. Noble is a former Ursinus student and recently
graduated from Philadelphia
Divinity School.
On Monday, Oct. 26, elections
were held for Canterbury Club
officers. The following are those
who were elected: president,
George Busler; vice president,
Marla Shilton; secretary-treasurer, Ellie Slim.
Students are reminded that
there is a weekly Holy Communion Service at st. James' on
Wednesday morning as 7 a.m.

• • •

DEBATING CLUB
The Debating Club will hold
its first meet at the Novice
Tournament, December 5, at
Temple UniverSity.

• • •

FRENCH CLUB
Last Monday the French Club
met for the first fall session at
Dr. Garret's home. Gail Klackner and Sally Struve gave short
oral accounts of their summers
in Paris and the Sorbonne.
At the next meeting, November
24, French Club will be visited by
Jacquemin of Paris, who will
read poetry and dramativ selections. The group also began
plans for Christmas festivities.

• • •

(Continued trom page 1)

WlDTIANS
This evening at 6:30 p.m. in
the recreation room of Paisley
Hall, the Whitians will hold
their annual dessert for women who have earned an 85 or
higher average in the preceding
semester.
The program of and requirements for Whitian membership
will be presented.

• • •

GERMAN CLUB
Dr. Hartzell will be host to
the German Club on one Wednesday evening a month, it was
decided at the club's first meeting a month. Sally Lesher is
president of the group.
A cooperative effort by the
German department and the
club will be culminated in a
German Night program November 10 at eight o'clock in
Bomberger. Scenes will be presented from five of Schiller's
plays, including William Tell
and Wallenstein, and a few
poems will be read in German.
After the program a Koffee
Klatch will be held in the
Student Union. This is planned
for all who want to attend. The
affair will be attended by guests
from surrounding high schools,
colleges, German clubs, and
German churches.
As a special guest, the club has
invited the German Consul who
will speak briefly on his homeland. The Norristown Mannerchn will sing at the Kaffee
Klatch.

..

• • •

WAA

On Friday night, October 30,
the WAA joined with the Varsity
Club in presenting a costume
dance, "The Cornstalk Capers".
Music was provided by the
Freshman Band. A prize was
awarded for the best costume.
The sectional hockey tournaments will be held on Nov. 14
and 15 at the Ellis Country Day
School in Newton Square.
Your W AA representatives are
selling candy and socks in the
dormitories.
Please help the WAA reach its
goal of seventy-five dqllars by
contributing now to the '63 fund.

• • •

SPANISH CLUB
The first meeting of the
• • •
Spanish Club was held on Oct.
OMEGA CHI
28. The group made tentative
A big welcome to our sixteen
plans for the coining year and a
committee on programs was
new pledges, who took part in
their first "song-fest" over hot
elected. For future meetings the
chocolate and doughnuts at
club has planned to have movies
Judy Whittam's home in Gulph
and musical programs depicting
the social and cultural life of
Mills. After an excange of blazthe Splmish people.
ers and keys, and more singing,
we all attended the Swarthmore
• • •
At the meeting, Lee Bussard
game that afternoon.
TAU SIGMA GAMMA
spoke of her experiences in EurCongratulations
to
Nancy
For those who have inquired opean travel this summer. PresKromboltz on her pinning to ... Fred!, Phoebe the rabbit is I ident of the club is Pat Karp~
Russ Stankus, a brother of Beta Tau Sig's mascot. I accompany pinen and Mr. Seely acts as adSigma Lambda fraternity. This my sisters on trips to Florida I visor.
happy event took place on Hal- and to the shore, and I'm pres• • •
loween. Nancy was royally ent at all important occasions.
BEARDWOOD CHEM
greeted by the masqueraders of
Little Susie's spark has caught
On Tuesday, Oct. 27, memStauffer and given the tradi- on again, only this time to the bers of the Beardwood Chemical
tionel hugs and best wishes. By ignition wire of Larry's car.
I Society met to hear a lecture by
the way, what was that ruckus
Lynn's been having trouble guest speaker, Dr. Frederick M.
in 162 Stauffer last Friday with her sheets lately-eh, Pete? Richards. Dr. Richards is an
night?
Tuesday nite, four of our Tau associate professor
of bioTwo diversified musical events Sig sisters went cultural on us, chemistry at Yale University
were attended by some of the the modern way at the Jazz : and the Director of the Gradsisters last week at the Academy , Concert in Phila.; followed by a uate School of Bio-Chemistry.
of Music ... Isaac stern and the post theater reception at the He spoke on research being carJaz~ Concert (including Kenton, Cummings.
ried on at Yale in bio-chemisChnsty, and the Four Fresh- ; Ace has been busy building an : try and the methods employed.
men).
intra-campus railroad and los- In particular, he discussed the
A special recognition to Marty ing to the "champ."
determination of biological acKressler, who is a pledge of 0
Phoebe
tivities of proteins.

I

L. to r., bottom row: P. Galloway, G. Kaiser, S. McSparren, K.
Schnabel, second row: J. Refford,
S. Motta, S. Korte, B. Swope,
third row: J. Carter, S. Holl, F.
McQueen, J. Sanders.
ductions last year. A day student, he is a sophomore English
major. Other activities include
International Relations Club,
the soccer, tennis and cricket
teams, French Club and the
Lantern staff. He is also active
on the campus radio station
and worked during the summer
in journalism.
Loretta, who is student producer, is a senior pre-medical
student and a Dean's Lister .
Among her activities are PreMedical SOCiety, Meistersingers,
Messiah, Color Guard captain,
Newman CLub vice-president,
Stauffer Hall president. Omega
Chi sorority vice preSident, Inter-sorority Council disciplinarian, Curtain Club, W AA and
laboratory assistant.

Wurster, Brown . . .
CContinuel1 t'Tom oage 1)

Drexel Hill, Pa. Roy was also
treasurer of his class in high
school as well as being a member of the art staff of the newspaper, the wrestling team and
the dramatic club. Roy is a
chemistry major and belongs to
the Messiah chorus, the Meistersingers, Alpha Phi Omega, and
the Beardwood Chemical and
Brownback-Anders Pre-Medical
societies.
Thus far the class has been
quite active in presenting its
Variety Show this past Friday
evening as well as building the
bonfire and guarding the football field. Committees are already outlined and set up for
the Jan. 8 class dance.

False Puritans . . .
(Continued from page 2)

make them reverent or to make
their children study was the doing of the members of the multitude. There are ethnic groups
in this country who are challenged to learn, against the odds
of poverty and prejudice, without the crutch of an idol with
clay feet.
Every day the Navy kills young
men at Pensacola, yet we don't
call that murder. Espionage continues in the Secret Service, yet
we don't call that dishonest. Is
black only black when we want
it to be? How shallow! Is Aristotle right about the necessary
people who have no virtue? Who
lacks virtue most-Van Doren or Notice to Seniors and Juniors
his million judges? "There but
Admission to the ACES ainner
for the grace of God go I".
meeting is by invitation, which
will be extended by the head of
your department to interested
Expert Shoe Repair Service.
persons. It is regrettable that all
Lots of mileage left in your old Seniors and Juniors cannot be
shoes-have them repaii"ed at invited.

lEN'S SHOE REPAIR SHOP
Control your cash with a
Special Checking Account.
Protect your valuables in
a Safe Deposit Box.

Main Street
Collegev11le
Also a line of NEW SHOES

Tnt

COME SEE . . .

COLLEGEVILLE
NATIONAL BANK

"THE CELLAR"
A New Shop Featuring:
• The Natural Shoulder
• The Pleatless Trouser
• Authentic Ivy Clothing
and Furnishings

Come in and enjoy them
for lunch or dinner today!

See . . .

Claude, Claude Jr.
at 313 Main Street

FRANK JONES

CLAUDE MOYER, Prop.

The Complete

:422 Bowling Center
I
"Ken Lanes"

TAILOR r..1ADE JACKETS
of all kinds.
228 W. Main Street
Norristown, Pa.
BRUCE DROBNYK
Campus Representative
See our new l1ne of
WINTER JACKETS

They're always fresh at
Howard Johnson's. Real
New England fried clams
-succulent, tender,
sweet as a nut!

NEED A HAIRCUT

Pottstown

Sporting Goods Store

like .
fried
clams?

POTISTOWN'S

S. Miller & Son
211 High St. -

Accounting Forum Slated
Thursday at Villanova

November 12, 1959, the Ph1laFew people on either side of Idelphia chapter of the Pennsylthe North Atlantic like the idea vania Institute of Certified Pubof an omnipotent state dictat- lic Accountants, in cooperation
ing preference and making with the college:s and ~niversi
choices for its citizens. We pre- ties of the PhIladelphIa area,
fer to let the individual and so- will present the seventeenth anciety establish their own prefer- nual Accounting Forum. The
ences and choose the means of forum will be at Villanova Ungetting those preferences.
iversity in Vasey Hall. The proThere is no doubt in our minds gram will begin at one thirty in
when we have a choice between the afternoon and will last unwidely separated extremes, as til five o'clock.
The program will begin with
between liberty and slavery, between democracy and totalitar- personal reports on experiences
ianism, between an economy and opportunities in auditing,
governed by market forces and management services and taxes.
an economy governed by a One of the highlights of the propolitical elite. We do have diffi- gram will be a panel discussion
culty, however, answering the between college seniors and sucquestion, "To what degree shall eessful CPA/so Representatives
our society be free?" and even from Drexel, st. Joseph's college,
greater difficulty answering, "To Temple UniverSity, the Universiwhat degree shall our economy ty of Pennsylvania and Villanova will comprise the student
be free?"
Assume now that we have panel. Another feature of the
satisfactory answers to those forum will be an address, "Toquestions. We are still not out of day's Challenges to Accountthe woods. Is the Soviet econ- ants", by Carman G. Blongle.
omy likely to outproduce ours? Mr. Blongle, a CPA, is the DiIf so, we face calamity. Should rector of Research of the Amermanagement be allowed to re- iean Institute of Certified Pubassign workers to other jobs lic Accountants.
when their job is eliminated by
Ursinus students are urged to
technological progress? If not, attend this forum. Business Adwe face inefficient production, ministration majors should eshigh prices and less goods and pecially be interested, for the
services. Can we tolerate mone- purpose of this forum is to extary inflation and deflation, plain and discuss the opportuniwith its disruptive ,.effect on our ties available to them in a caeconomy, or shall we try to reer of accounting.
eliminate it?
If we prefer to retain the advantages and bleSSings of our
For all your Printing Needs,
competitive enterprising system
call on
we must ponder such questions.
SMALE'S PRINTERY
In fact, not only ponder, but
785 N. Charlotte Street
must layout alternative ways
Pa.
of dealing with those questions, Owned & Pottstown,
operated
by
an Ursinus
and then choose a way which Alumnus-Harold L. Smale,
'53
will not damage either individual
freedom or industrial efficiency.
We cannot avoid these, for as
SUGERMAN HARDWARE
Calvin Coolidge said, "where the
people are the government they
328 Main Street
do not get rid of their burdens Housewares - Electrical Supplies
by attempting to unload them
SPORTING GOODS
on the government."
HU 9-7379
Since our systems of enterprise
has some flaws, many people
have attacked and attempted to
OTEl
discredit it. Frequently its de- PERKIOMEN BRIDGE H
fenders have been lone individuSMORGASBORD
als, raising solitary voices against
Fri. 5-9, Sun. 12-8
a gale of criticism.
BANQUETS - PARTIES
It is heartening to find a
Private Dining Room
HU 9-9511
group of SUbstantial citizens
joined together in defense of the
competitive enterprise system.
COMPLIMENTS
Next Monday evening, the Americans for the Competitive Enter~
OF
prise System will bring a panel
of speakers to this campus. 'They
will speak about strengths and
COLLEGE CUT RATE
weaknesses of the system and
current problem~ facing us.
5th Ave. & Main St.
Here is a chance to talk to and
question more than two million
Paul N. Lutz,
dollars worth of executive talent.
Manager.
Their experience and knowledge
is at our disposal for the evening.
These gentlemen are wellqualified to help us understand
thte necessity for making choices, and to understand the nature
of the choices we must make if
we are to keep the kind of economy and SOCiety that we prefer.

• • •

MEDICAL SYMPOSIUM
On Saturday, Oct. 31, the
members of the Brownback-Anders Pre-Medical Society and
the Beardwood Chemical SoCiety attended the Tenth Annual
Eastern Pennsylvania Pre-Medical Conference of Alpha Epsilon Delta. The conference was
held at the Womans Medical
College and Hospital and the
Eastern Pennsylvania Psychiatric Institute in Philadelphia.
An informal symposium was
held in the afternoon, consist109 of a panel of. physicians
and dentists who discussed such
topics as requirements for medical school admission and medical college admission tests.

Spirit Committee
A dance was presented Friday
by the Spirit Committee and the
1960 Ruby. Highlighting the evening was a variety show performed by the Freshman Class.
Their program, which was very
enjoyable, made this dance one
of the outstanding Friday night
dances of the year.
The Spirit Committee was also
busy judging dormitory decorations Saturday, Nov. 7. Each
year they visit off-campus dormitories and choose the most
outstanding which receives their
trophy.
The colorful decorations found
on the football stands and in
the gym for the annual Homecoming dance can also be attributed to the efforts of the
..
Spirit Committee. In both instances an exceptional job was
COLOR GUARD
done. Thanks to the Spirit ComThe members of the Color
mittee our campus received the Guard held an election to choose
extra touches it needed to make their co-captains for next year.
Homecoming week-end a success. Those elected were Alice Epting
and Jill Childe. The old Color
Guards are marching for the
Chi and was inadvertently omit- last time at Homecoming. These
ted from our new pledge list in graduating members are Loretta
the last issue of the Weekly. .. .. Podolak and Kathy Scheffley,
Our biggest social event thus co-captains,
Barbara
Bates,
far was our Homecoming lunch- Joan Refford, Mary Pennington,
eon at Bull Tavern this Satur- Carolyn Dearnaly,
Barbara
day.
Brecht, Sandy Critchley and
o Chi is forty strong now!
Linda Dean.
PHI ALPHA PSI
I just got the word that today
was the day, so here I am again,
about to tell the latest to the
Greekvine. Carol, did you really
pull an all-nighter at The Inn
on Saturday night? I understand your car was seen there
from seven o'clock on.
This may sound prejudiced,
which we are, but we'd like to
make a public announcement
that Phi Psi too~ in twelve tremendous pledges this season
who really started the year with
a gulp when they attended, or
maybe I should say crashed, an
open house at the Phi Psi House
at Swarthmore.
Hey Sandy, next time you'd
better find out what time the
dance is over; it's really much
easier when the doors are unlocked.
Well, Angnes, how are things
on the campuses of ESSTC and
G-berg this week? ,
Enough for now-time to play
the role.

Preference
·
an d ChOlce

McQueen, Rowe . ..

•
'ce Cream Sltops ad I.stauraat.

load mark For Hungry Americans

I
I

I

Rt. 422, Near Lakeside Inn
OPEN BOWLING 24 HOURS.

24 AMF Automatic Lanes
CALL HY 5-7135
for Reservations.

Pottstown, Pa.
1500 High St. FAculty 6-0281
9 miles West of Urslnus on
Route 422
Open Daily for Breakfut 7 a.m.
(Sunday 8 a.m.) to 9 p.m.
Fri. and Sat. untU midnight
28 Famous Flavors of Ice Cream
Private Parties at Anytime

